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Introduction 

The large and ever-increasing amounts of multi-dimensional, multi-source, time-varying and geospatial digital information 

represent a major challenge for the analyst. The need to analyze and make decisions based on these information streams, 

often in time-critical situations, demands efficient, integrated and interactive tools that aid the user to explore, present, 

collaborate and communicate visually large information spaces. This approach has been encapsulated in the idea of 

Geovisual Analytics, an interdisciplinary field that facilitates analytical reasoning and decision making through integrated 

and highly interactive visual interfaces and creative visualization of complex and dynamic data. Geovisual analytics supports 

geo-information for emergency and early warning systems through a science that augments analyst and decision-maker 

capabilities to assimilate complex situations and reach informed decisions. In this context, we introduce a GeoAnalytics 

Visualization (GAV) framework, composed of both low-level “atomic” and functional components facilitating a broad 

collection of interactive data visualization methods designed and developed in ActionScript with the Adobe© Flash© and 

Flex© development platform. We also seek to support collaborative knowledge sharing, storytelling and publishing within 

this framework. We demonstrate the features of the framework in the course of a demonstrator “Lisbon Flood Scenario” 

which is developed in close collaboration with our research partners and domain experts from SIM (http://www.sim.ul.pt/) 

and UNINOVA (http://www.uninova.pt/)  and focus on the analytics reasoning aspects enabling analysts to explore spatial, 

temporal and multivariate data from multiple perspectives simultaneously using dynamically linked views, discover 

important relationships, share their incremental discoveries with colleagues and finally communicate selected relevant 

knowledge and publish early warnings if required. These discoveries often emerge through the collaboration between expert 

domains and operators with diverse backgrounds and are precious in a creative analytics reasoning process. 

 

Lisbon Flood Scenario 

A serious flood event which took place on 29 October 2010 

in Lisbon caused a lot of damage on buildings especially 

historical buildings. Planners, policy makers and insurance 

companies would like to have an interactive tool to explore 

flooding data, estimate the damage caused by the flood 

event and make plan for rescuing or evacuating people. The 

tool is developed in this paper is also to response to that 

need. The tool (or demonstrator) works in the connection to 

a flood data simulation system developed by SIM. The 

output data of the simulation system is the input data of the 

demonstrator. In this paper we use the output datasets which 

are simulated for a period of 4 hours with the time 

resolution of 10 minutes on an area of 3.2km x 3.6km in Lisbon downtown. The data includes a grid of cells with the cell size 

of 4.5 m x 4.5 m. Each cell has a value of water depth (or water-column) for each time period. Other inputs of the 

demonstrator are the map of buildings and the formulas provided by experts from SIM to estimate the damage for buildings 

caused by the flood event based on the function of buildings and the water depth around buildings. 

The demonstrator is design as a system of multiple interactive views which are linked to each other. The demonstrator is 

centered at a highly interactive map which is surrounded by other interactive visualizations such as bar charts, time graphs 

and a scatter plot (http://mitweb.itn.liu.se/GAV/flood.mp4). The map is developed based on the multilayered architecture. It 

includes a main layer which controls the basic parameters of a map such as projection, zoom level, center point and arbitrary 

number of other layers such as heat a map layer, a border layer, glyph layers. Online maps such as Google map, Bing map, 

Yahoo map or OpenStreetMap can be also added to the map component as a background map layer. Figure 1 shows a number 

of layers of the map component used in the demonstrator: a Google map layer, a building layer, a flooding layer. Some other 

layers used in this demonstrator include a marker layer, a path layer and especially a note layer as shown in Fig. 4. 

Grid cells are colored based on their water depths. A color scheme is designed based on the suggestion of domain experts 

from SIM. It ranges from white blue, blue, green, and orange color to red and dark red color. The red or dark red color 

indicates a high value of water depth or a dangerous level and the white blue or blue color indicate a low value of water 

depth. 

To facilitate working with flood time series data, the demonstrator implemented an animation system which allows the user 

to observe the progress of the flood event. The user can go back and forth in time dimension to explore the flood data and the 

damage data at any time period. At a certain time period, the buildings surrounded by flood are determined through 

determining flood cells intersecting with the building. Then the damage caused by flood cells on buildings is dynamically 

calculated through formulas provided by SIM. An interactive bar chart allows users to explore water depth around the 

Fig. 1: An example of the map component 
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buildings (Fig. 4) and the damage for buildings (Fig. 3) at a 

certain time period. A time graph provides other way to 

look at the damage for building from time perspective (Fig. 

5); it allows the user to see the damage for buildings 

overtime. 

To support the user interact with visual objects (e.g. grid 

cells, buildings or markers) on the map an interactive 

selection system is implemented which provides the user 

several ways to select flood cells and buildings: clicking on 

cells or buildings or drawing a rectangle to select visual 

objects inside the rectangle. When one or many buildings 

are selected, flood cells intersecting with these buildings are 

highlighted. Then these selected buildings and selected 

flood cells then are selected in other linked views such as 

the bar chart, the time chart and the scatter plot to provide 

other perspectives to look at the buildings and flood cells. 

In the same manner, when one or many buildings are 

selected in other view the map will be zoomed on and 

centered at these buildings. 

A right-click context menu is implemented to support the 

user to select features provided by the map such as placing 

a marker, putting a note or creating a path dynamically on 

the map. The right-click menu also allows the user to 

connect to external data sources of building, for example, a 

web page which describes architecture of the building. 

The demonstration also implemented a making-note system 

which allows an expert to create notes directly and 

interactively on the map and work in collaboration with 

other experts (Fig. 4). In a typical scenario he or she can 

create a note, put on a building to tell to his or her 

colleagues what he or she discovered. 

The user can also use the distance-measure tool 

implemented in this demonstrator to estimate the distance 

between a building and the nearest fire department or the 

nearest school for evacuating people in case the building is 

in high risk (Fig. 5). The demonstrator also allows experts 

to dynamically create paths to approach the building or to 

evacuate people from the building. 

A mechanism of capturing the explorative results of a 

reasoning process is also implemented based on the GAV 

framework to support collaboration and publication of 

gained insight and knowledge embedded as dynamic 

visualizations in blogs or web pages with associative 

metadata or “storytelling”. Fig. 2, Fig. 3, Fig. 4, Fig. 4 

illustrate four snapshots captured during an analysis 

process of an expert who is working on observe the flood 

event and its affection on buildings. After two hours from 

the starting time of the flood event there are three areas in 

high risk which have high values of water depth. One area 

to the north west, one are to the north east and one are in 

the center on Lisbon (Fig. 4). He creates notes, captures a 

snapshot saving the state of the system (including current time period and state of all visual components), and writes a story 

to tell to others what he has discovered. Then when he zooms in on the high risk area in the center, he notices a building 

which surrounded by high value flood cells (i.e. high value of water depth or column water). He again creates other note, puts 

on the building, captures a snapshot, and writes a story which he can send to his colleagues to tell what he has found out and 

get their feedback if any. At the end he can also publish his stories on blogs or websites to bring the stories to the public. 

We would like to thank researchers Frank Braunschweig, Pedro Garrett from SIM, António J. Falcão from UNINOVA and 

Bruce D. Malamud from King's College London provided data and contributed many ideas to this demonstrator. 

  

Fig. 2: After 10 minutes 

Fig. 4: After 2 hours: three areas in high risk 

Fig. 5: After 2 hours: A building in high risk 

Fig. 3: After 2 hours 
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 See Flooding video at: http://mitweb.itn.liu.se/GAV/flood.mp4 

 Read more this geovisual analytics technique at: http://ncva.itn.liu.se/ 
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